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Abstract

The recent digitalization of manufacturing companies, driven by "Industry 4.0" guidelines, introduces a series of challenges
and opportunities both for enterprise and research environments. In this perspective, a debated subject is the interfacing of
hardware, because logistic challenges and production assets are moving towards the adoption of Internet-of-Things-based CyberPhysical Systems (CPS), whose flexibility allows to rethink control architectures that are traditionally based on ISA 95 and IEC
62264 formalized hierarchies. More versatile architectures also pave the way to the so-called horizontal integration. This work
focuses on intra-logistics, aiming at defining a simple architecture enabling CPS assets' monitoring and control. This allows the
development of an open platform that enables an easy and simultaneous connection of multi-vendor hardware, overcoming the
current legacy systems’ gap of requiring a significant effort to do so. The architecture is then substantiated by the development of
a component interfacing Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) and managing their navigation thanks to a Fleet Management
System (FMS), which is back fed by the same AGVs.
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1. Introduction
Since its introduction in 2011, Industry 4.0 has been one of
the most discussed topics both in research and in industry [1].
The “digitization of processes” challenges the traditional
manufacturing thanks to the accessibility of digital
technologies that allow easy integration of interconnected
components located in the shop floor. As a consequence,
manufacturing is going to be transformed into fully integrated
facilities, able to communicate with one another, boosting
flexibility, speed, productivity and quality [2].
Industry 4.0 is based on the concepts of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), the Internet of Things (IoT) [3], [4], and
Internet of Services (IoS) [5]. These Internet-related
technologies enable the generation of added value for
2351-9789 © 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.

companies and are based on a continuous networked
communication that allows a stable interaction and exchange
of information not only between humans (Customer-toCostumer, C2C) and human to machine (Customer-toMachine, C2M), but also between the machines (Machine-toMachine, M2M) [6].
It is easy to understand that the management of the flow of
data and information represents one of the most critical
aspects inside Industry 4.0 paradigm. The control of this flow
allows both real-time monitoring of the shop-floor activities
and rapid decision making, improving productivity of the
facility [6].
In particular, since according to Gamberi et al. [7] the
material handling process represents 15% up to 70% of the
total manufacturing cost, an increasing number of enterprises
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are taking into consideration the opportunity to switch to
highly automated solutions [8] in order to save up on costs.
Despite of the technological readiness of the automated
solutions [9], this type of technology is a critical constraint for
many companies, and especially for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs), because of the lack of standardization
and the unavailability of easy-to-interface low-cost equipment
[10]. Furthermore, the adoption of solutions such as
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) is hindered by the fact
that most of the models commercially available use guidance
systems referring on fixed tapes on the floor, following them
slavishly. This limits the potential adoption in manufacturing
companies since the production and logistic flexibility
promised by Industry 4.0 is consistently impeded [11].
This paper is intended to propose open interfaces to
connect AGVs to a Fleet Management System (FMS) in order
to be compatible to as large an AGV manufacturer/vendor
base as possible.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 sets the state
of the art of the existing architectures for production, Section
3 frames the research design, Section 4 shows the
development of the proposed interfaces, Section 5 illustrates
some application cases, Section 6 reports some discussions
and final conclusions and Section 7 opens to further
developments.

needed by the layers 1 to 4 to monitor and control the
production system and to eventually support a decision
process through the computation of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). However, this kind of rotation of the
pyramid introduces the issue of the communication between
the CPS and the above levels. At the time being, in fact,
countless communication protocols, hundreds of Enterprise
Service Buses (ESBs) [20] and dozens of integrated Platforms
as a Service (iPaaS) [21] have been developed to efficiently
solve the "vertical integration" problem, academically defined
as the integration of processes across the entire organization,
via networking of smart production systems, smart products
and smart logistics [22]. Vertical integration can also be
referred to as the capability of the applications belonging to a
layer of the pyramid to communicate with the other layers.
The high number of different protocols and technological
solutions introduces also the parallel issue of the "horizontal
integration", meaning the interconnection and communication
among resources from different functional areas [23]. In this
perspective, the interfaces of the CPS play a crucial role in in
Industry 4.0 production systems, since they are supposed to
enable a multicast communication either with the layers 1 to 4
of the Automation Pyramid (allowing vertical integration), or
with other layers of other Automation Pyramids referring to
different areas (enabling horizontal integration) [24].

2. Background
A great relevance inside the aforementioned Industry 4.0
paradigm is held by the so-called Automation Pyramid, based
on IEC 62264 [12], which itself is based on the ANSI/ISA 95
[13] standard, evolution of the Purdue Enterprise Reference
Architecture (PERA) model [14]. The pyramid structure,
explained in Fig. 1, expresses the typical hierarchical model
of production systems automation before the Industry 4.0
paradigm, where relations between the various layers of the
pyramid were based upon the input received from the higher
level of the information system and the output given to the
lower one [12].
Initial attempts at standardizing and making the
represented pyramid more flexible were carried out by [15],
[16], especially in the internal logistics subject [17].
As Fig. 1 shows, the pyramidal layers are built on a "layer
0", or “field”, which includes the hardware involved in the
production process, and then build up layer 1 (the
Programmable Logic Controller – PLC - layer), layer 2
(SCADA layer), layer 3 (Manufacturing Execution System –
MES - layer) and layer 4 (Enterprise Resource Planning –
ERP - layer). Each of them based on top of the previous one
[12].
By embedding IoT technologies in the production system,
according to Industry 4.0 paradigm, it can be stated that the
layer 0 hosts CPS [18], [19], which is characterised by
hardware equipped with onboard electronics and logics
enabling any addressing from the upper layers. In this context,
the aforementioned pyramid can be tilted to the one of Fig. 2,
allowing every layer of the hierarchy to communicate with the
layer 0 [15].
This new representation highlights, in a network
perspective, the proximity every layer has with the field,
allowing the data gathering directly from it. These data are
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Fig. 1. The automation pyramid

In an industrial environment, the integration challenge is
particularly perceived by the eventual automated logistics
system, which has to interface with several layers of the
Pyramid: the logistic system needs in fact to communicate
with the PLCs of the single machines to load/unload the
handled materials, but has also to address some information to
the MES to track the products. Moreover, it is also supposed
to be able to speak with a Warehouse Management System
(WMS), to be instructed about the location of the goods it has
to delivery to the production assets.
The high effort implied to meet these requirements is often
assumed by the so-called system integrators. Their role is to
develop and customize a software layer able to interface,
wrap, parse and exchange data between the logistic system
and the other ones which have to communicate with it.
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Sloping the elements listed in Table 1 down to the pyramid
of Fig. 2, these elements can be referred to the layers
highlighted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Tilted automation pyramid

3. Research design

Fig. 3. Elements grouped according to the pyramid of Fig. 2

3.1. Research framework

3.2. Research objectives

The need of scalability over different hardware systems,
makes the communication necessarily lay on a software
architecture, whose aim should be to embody a deployment
as modular as possible, which, as stated by Yin et al., can lead
to a sub-optimal decision process [23]. This is achieved
through the usage of open interfaces, which are supposed to
overcome the scalability problems arisen by legacy software
and proprietary protocols.
Given the importance of an investigation of open interfaces
for the internal logistics domain, this work takes into
consideration AGVs as material handling systems, since they
are fully compliant with the computation and networking
features characterizing the concept of CPS [25]. A FMS for
AGVs may include a set of different software elements, that,
in Table 1, are introduced and put in relation with the relative
layers of Fig. 2 [10].

Among all the displayed elements, human interfaces and
sensors are not an exclusive prerogative of logistics systems
and their interfacing with informative systems is a subject
widely studied, both for industrial applications [26] and for
other environments (e.g. home automation [27] and computer
networks [28]). On the other hand, TP (as the core of any
FMS), AGVs and the mapping module are typical modules of
an automated logistics system. In the recent days, several
research contributions concerning the interconnections of
these modules needed in a FMS have been provided: in
particular, a proof of concept about openly interfacing layer 3
(MES layer) of Fig. 2 to a CPS fleet has been exposed [29],
while Seder et al. proposed a full integration scenario of a
CPS-based FMS with a particular focus on the mapping
system, but without mentioning the interfaces which allow the
AGV to connect to the FMS [10].
This contribution aims at proposing the interfaces to
integrate AGVs in an FMS enhancing service discovery
functionalities. In order to reach this broad objective, the
following sub-objectives are pursued (refer to Fig. 4):
1. creation of a message/context-oriented open
middleware, easy to interact with for the above and
below applications;
2. development of an AGV interface, i.e. a component
able to manage both the tasks assigned to the AGV
and the navigation operations needed to accomplish
these tasks and with an open interface to allow lowlevel communication with transducers ad actuators of
the AGV;
3. elaboration of a set of messages to be exchanged
between the middleware and the AGV interface:
this set of messages should be properly structured in
order to be as general as possible, to cover all the
capabilities of a flexible logistic solution;
4. elaboration of a set of messages to be exchanged
between the AGV interface and the AGV.
These features are mapped in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Main architectural elements
Name

Description

Task
Planner
(TP)

Software module devoted to the scheduling
and monitoring of the logistic operations

Interface
with the
operators

It sends to the TP the jobs to be scheduled
and it displays to the operators the current
state of the jobs and assets

Layer 2
(SCADA)

Mapping
module

A module to create a map of the
environment and to share it with the
connected AGVs

Layer 2
(SCADA)

Interface
for a set of
sensors

This element may be composed of
interfaces for sensors of different nature.
As examples: cameras to feed the mapping
module, proximity sensors to detect the
position of an AGV in a particular frame;
transducers to sense the presence of
products to be handled in a
loading/unloading buffer

Layer 0 (field)

Interface
for a set of
AGVs

They interface the AGV fleet to be
managed

Relative layers
with Figure 2
Layer 3 (MES)

Layer 0 (field)
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4.2. AGV interface
The

intercommunication

between

NGSI

and

ROS

Header {header}
point_id {UUID}
task_id {UUID}
motion_id {UUID}
point {array}
max_velocity {array}
max_acceleration {array}
motion_area {array}
sequence {int}
Listing 1. Example of LoTLan Task
Fig. 4. Proposed model

3.3. Research methodology
For the implementation of the robotic code on the
interface, Robot Operating System (ROS) platform [30], [31]
has been chosen. In fact, in addition to being a de-facto
standard for research about robotics [32], ROS is designed
with a package-based modular design which perfectly scales
down to the architecture-oriented work. Moreover, the
communication policy is based on two different approaches:
services and messages. Services are the classical web-service
like policy, where a client node asks for some information to a
server node. Messages are the more interesting approach,
since they refer to a pub/sub structure: this policy makes an
arbitrary number of nodes to publish or subscribe over a topic,
such that every time a node publishes a new message on a
topic, the subscribers are notified about the new message and
can access the related information [30]. This feature enhances
an event-triggered communication, which is more compliant
to an automated logistic scenario (where, for example, an
AGV is warned about the availability of a product to be
handled upon ending the processing on a machine).
This proposed architecture to connect the AGV is in
alignment with the reference frameworks proposed by the
H2020 program in the European research projects L4MS [10],
BEinCPPS [33], FASTEN [34] and follows the guidelines
given by the previous FITMAN project [35], [36]
4. Development
4.1. Message/context-oriented open middleware
This contribution takes, as a proof of concept, the
integration of a generic AGV in the architecture above,
interfacing it with a middleware thanks to the development of
a component accomplishing tasks following the Logistic Task
Language domain (LoTLan) [37].
The middleware component was chosen as a FIWARE [38]
generic enabler: Orion Context Broker (OCB) [39] which can
be basically connected as a Global Data Space in a Data
Distribution Service (DDS) [40] and which, technically, is a
Mongo NoSQL database with a REST API based on the Open
Mobile Alliance’s Next Generation Service Interface (NGSI)
[41].

messages has been ensured by FIROS, an open source ROS
module which basically translates ROS messages into
FIWARE entities by decomposing the input structure,
copying the single fields in the target entity and adding a
timestamp to avoid duplicates (and vice versa from entities to
ROS messages) [42]. The communication between the context
broker and FIROS is managed through REST calls [43]. In
Listing 1, the generic model of a movement LoTLan task has
been provided. The fields include:
1. a header, containing a sequential number, a timestamp
and a frame;
2. a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) which refers
the target point into the graph provided by the
mapping module;
3. a UUID which uniquely identifies the task the AGV
must accomplish (where “task” may be defined as a
combination of points to be reached and actions to be
performed by the AGV);
4. a UUID which uniquely identifies the motion the
AGV must perform;
5. a set of absolute coordinates identifying the point the
AGV must reach;
6. an array which defines the velocity constraints on the
different axes;
7. an array which defines the acceleration constraints on
the different axes;
8. an array of points defining the corners of a polygon
which represents the area the AGV can move in;
9. an incremental integer number, expressing the
progression of the task to be accomplished.
It can be noticed that the interface widely uses UUIDs to
identify tasks, actions and motion assignments; it also assigns
a random UUID to declare the AGV it manages, as a de-facto
standard in multiagent systems [44].
The “task” class has been introduced in order to structure
data in a clearer way: accomplishing a task means moving to a
target goal through many waypoints and, upon reaching
destination, performing a succession of actions. The grouping
of points and actions is set using the task_id field named in
Listing 1. Actions and motions with the same task_id belong
to the same task and therefore create a sequence (the last field
of Listing 1). It is important to notice that the component has
been developed such that in a task there cannot be an action
followed by a movement. In order to do so, the task must be
split in smaller sub-tasks. This is clearly illustrated by the
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state diagram shown in Fig. 5.

5

AGV interface and the AGV, three topics have been opened:
• cmd_vel: on this topic the interface publishes the cmd_vel
ROS message [45];
• status_channel_AGV: on this topic status information is
sent by the AGV to the interface (e.g. battery state of
charge);
• description_channel_AGV: on this topic, a message
containing the AGV’s properties and capabilities is shared
with the interface.

Fig. 5. Task state diagram

In order to allow an easy deployment of the developed
interface among a heterogeneous robot fleet, the interface has
been completed with a navigation system. This has been done
to make the AGV agnostic about the goal of its action,
keeping the control inside the interface: in this way, the AGV
receives from the interface only low level speed setpoints and
is supposed to provide only raw data coming from its sensors
(Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems – MEMS – and laserscanners). A deeper explanation about the data and their
structures is given in 4.3 and 4.4 sub-sections.
4.3. Messages between middleware and AGV interface
As displayed in Fig. 6, for what concerns the messages
exchanged between the robot component and the middleware,
five different communication topics are used:
• action_channel: the interface subscribes to this topic,
where it receives action commands (i.e. impositions of
logical states such as loading/unloading/idle); these
messages are processed and forwarded to the robot;
• motion_channel: the interface subscribes to this topic,
where it receives motion commands (as showed in Fig. 6);
these messages are processed to send low-level motion
control messages to the robot drives;
• movement_channel: the interface publishes on this topic
periodic updates about its position and kinematical data, to
allow the higher level information systems and
applications a complete perspective over the AGVs
running in the facility;
• status_channel: the interface publishes on this topic data
about AGVs’ machine states;
• description_channel: the interface publishes on this topic
data about the robot physical properties and capabilities.
This makes the TP aware of every new AGV connecting to
the system with respect to its performable actions,
enhancing eventual Plug&Play functions proper of the
FMS.
4.4. Messages between AGV interface and AGV
For what concerns the messages exchanged between the

Fig. 6. Communication topics

All the messages exchanged were defined as ROS messages,
but several packages and implementations are available to
interface non-ROS applications and hardware with ROS
ones through ROS messages [46].
For what concerns the implemented navigation algorithms,
the ROS navigation stack was followed as reference [45]. For
the localization, an Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization
algorithm [47] has been configured, while the local path
planner ensuring collision avoidance has been set through the
Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [48], preferred to the
Trajectory Rollout [49], because of its higher flexibility with
respect to computational constraints and maximum
acceleration supported by the AGV.
5. Application cases
The proposed architecture has been tested with all its
subcomponents, in different environments, with different
hardware and in the context of EU research projects.
At first, the entire stack was simulated in a Player/Stage
environment [50], to simulate AGVs behaviour in the Industry
4.0 Lab of the School of Management of Politecnico di
Milano [51], which was chosen as it is a real-like industrial
plant, compliant with IEC 62264 standard and RAMI4.0
paradigm [52].
The test consisted in assigning two tasks to two different
AGVs (rendered as blue and green rectangles in the
Player/Stage environment shown in Fig. 7). The tasks
consisted in:
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Two different sets of target points to be reached by
AGVs in a predefined order (one set per AGV). Those
coordinates have been sent by querying the OCB over
the motion_channel through well-formatted RESTful
calls;
• Two waiting actions (one per AGV), which, according
to Fig. 5, ended the task. Those coordinates have been
sent by querying the OCB over the action_channel
through well-formatted RESTful calls.
The assigned tasks were performed in the simulation
environment correctly and in the right sequence, as displayed
in Fig. 7. Furthermore, an obstacle (the red square in Fig. 7)
has been placed in order to test the obstacle avoidance
capabilities of the ROS standard navigation stack [45]: the
capability proved successful.
Fig. 7 shows as top figure the starting environment and as
bottom figure the environment at the end of the test.
The test has been also validated on Jmeter [53] which,
querying the status_channel, notified about the conclusion of
the tasks.
The application was then tested in all its features at the
Innovation Centre Nikola Tesla (ICENT) in the context of
European project Logistics for Manufacturing in SMEs
(L4MS). ICENT research department provided a physical inhouse created AGV. For its specific design, the robot needed
a custom navigation stack, provided by ICENT researchers
[54] and based on D* [55]. The simulation test, based on a
routine operation described by a Croatian manufacturer of
Polyethylene blow films, was developed on Visual
Components digital twin suite [56] and demonstrated that the
proposed message structure was able to handle real-like
industrial tasks. The manufacturer joined the L4MS project to
investigate AGV solutions able to minimize the manipulation
of heavy Polyethylene rolls for its operators, in order to
reduce the risks of occupational injuries. Hence, the industrial
environment was recreated in ICENT laboratories, in order to
reproduce a real-like scenario. The complete setup of the
equipment the test procedure has been described by Seder et
al. [10].
The logistic workflow of the test, compliant with the
architectural elements of table 1, is however here listed:
1. the operator at the loading station starts the task through
a Human-Machine Interface (HMI);
2. the task request is sent to the TP, which assigns it to the
AGV;
3. the AGV moves to the target position, acknowledging
the TP when the goal is reached;
4. the TP notifies to the operator that the AGV is ready be
loaded;
5. the operator loads the AGV and pushes a button
(interpreted as a sensor) to acknowledge the TP that the
AGV is ready to move;
6. the TP creates a new movement request (containing the
unloading station coordinates) and sends it to the AGV;
7. the AGV moves to the unloading position,
acknowledging the TP when the goal is reached;
8. the TP notifies to the HMI of the operator at the
unloading station that the AGV is ready to be unloaded;
9. the operator unloads the AGV and pushes a button to
acknowledge the TP that the AGV has been unloaded
and is ready to move;
10. the TP creates a new movement request (containing the
•

411

waiting area coordinates) and sends it to the AGV;
11. the AGV moves to the waiting area, acknowledging the
TP when the goal is reached and ending the task.

Fig. 7. Player/Stage test

Fig. 8. Long run of the experiment

Fig. 8 displays the paths of the AGV in the simulated
scenario over different tests. The suitability of the proposed
architecture and of the developed interface to carry out real
logistics tasks in a production facility have been therefore
demonstrated. The results also show the main benefits of the
interface as an open platform that acts as a container, which
allows deploying a custom made module designed for a
specific robotic system [10].
6. Discussion and conclusions
Based on the proofs of concept developed in simulation
and in field experiments as illustrated in Section 5, the
proposed architecture and open interfaces appeared to be
affordable and robust. The defined set of messages seemed to
be adequate to manage the AGV in a logistic scenario and to
make it recognisable by the TP in a Plug&Play perspective.
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Furthermore, the project Business Experiments in CyberPhysical Production Systems project (BEinCPPS) provided
the proof of concept for an aggregation of the OPC Unified
Architecture (OPC UA) [57] data mined from the I4.0Lab's
plant through the IDAS Generic Enabler [21].
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